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Cultures and religions in the crisis
of post-modernity
Gian Giacomo Rovera
Abstract. Among the anthropological foundations of society, the sacred/religious element makes the greatest
contribution to developing value orientations, both at individual and community level. Upon these foundations lies
the basis for the development of the notion of religion and religiosity, intertwined with concepts of cults and cultures.
Comparative Individual Psychology (CIP) configures a network model that, already in the epistolary exchange
between Alfred Adler and Rev. Jahn (1930-33), made a distinction between the “Idea of God” (Deism) and the
“Revelation of God” (Theism). This approach can be developed and enriched also through the study of neuroscience,
transculturalism and psychopathological/clinical/psychotherapeutic practice. The complexity of these concepts
(especially in the current phase of the passing of post-modernity) is faithfully reflected by multiethnic, multicultural
and multi-religious contexts. Above all, it is important to consider the impact that these might have on New Age
philosophy, “new psychotherapies” and “psychotherapy cult”. The ensuing debate reveals the importance of
cultural psychiatry and of Cultural Dynamic Psychotherapy, enabling the development of a New Humanism.
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INTRODUCTION Today, cultures and religions are facing new problems that arise from the
crisis of post-modernity. Themes like spirituality, the pursuit of the absolute and transcendence, magic,
Value Orientations (VO), and the sense of (cultural, religious and linguistic) belonging may be
addressed on the basis of a common argument. These different areas of interest configure an
interdisciplinary network whose arguments are complementary and create new research horizons
(Buffardi, 2009; Rovera, 2005; Rovera & Fassino, 1979; Rovera & Gatti, 1990; Terranova-Cecchini,
2010) embracing epistemological problems, research in neuroscience, anthropological and cultural
issues, cultural psychiatry and Cultural Dynamic Psychotherapy. (Conlan, 1999; Cozolino, 2002;
Edelman, 2006; Gabbard, 2000; Gallese, 2003; Hobson, 2003; Kandel, 1998, 1999; Rovera, 2006b,
2008, 2009a, 2009b; Rovera et al, 2009). The mentioned complex meshwork of arguments lays down
the historical and conceptual grounds for the theoretical and practical model of Comparative
Individual Psychology (CIP), which was founded in Vienna a century ago by Alfred Adler (Hoffman,
1994).

THE EPISTOLARY EXCHANGE BETWEEN JAHN AND ADLER
(1930-1933) When speaking about religion and culture, it is interesting to highlight that many
contemporary international contributions (Bartocci et al, 1998; Bartocci 1990, 1994, 2000, 2004;
Boehnlein, 2006) were in some way breaking new ground as early as in the 1930s. Indeed, this was the
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time span that witnessed a well-known exchange of letters between the Berliner Rev Kurt Jahn and
Alfred Adler (Adler, 1933, 1935a, 1935b; Ansbacher & Ansbacher, 1956; Joannes, 1971; Rovera et al,
2009), containing a debate on the theological and psychological approach to Theism and Deism. This
epistolary debate was configured into an argumentative confrontation between religion and culture
that even now bears the merit of being extremely topical thanks to the argumentations made on the
sacred, the New Age philosophy, on the crisis of post-modernity, and on the new psychotherapies,
leading up to what is proposed as New Humanism.
The idea of God is better definable under dynamic psychology as the pursuit of divinity: and this is
why in this paper the term ‘religiosity’ is preferred over religion. The contributions made by Powers
(1997) on cult, culture and cultivation remind us that in traditional cultures, worshipping a fetish, a
phallus, a lizard, etc, or an ancestor or a superior entity (Airenti, 2003; Godelier, 2009), are hard to
find a scientific explanation. It is true however that an albeit primitive conception of divinity could
favour (even in civilized contexts) on the one hand the ‘sentiment of sacredness’ (Kaufman, 2008) and,
on the other, the ‘religious sentiment’. It would appear to provide a sort of protection to the individual,
to the community and also to the sub-culture of belonging (Garfinkel, 1967; Geertz, 1973; Le Bras,
1967; Jilek, 1982; Prince, 2000). These sentiments can be found in the value orientations (VO:
Bartocci, 2004; Ponce, 1998; Prince, 2000), and might also endorse some of the assumptions made
under post-structuralist anthropology (Remotti, 1971; Godelier, 2009). This is precisely the reason why
we deem it useful to refer to the epistolary exchange between Jahn and Adler (1930-1933) as it
represents a commendable exchange of ideas. Religion and Individual Psychology appear to have
some “things in common”: in thinking, feeling and willing, with specific focus on Man’s pursuit of
perfection (Adler, 1933).
A. In this debate, the emphasis is focused on the explicative/shared understanding of the role
played by sentiments in one’s psychological life. Adlerian Individual Psychology is grounded
on, and is conducive to, the assertion that sentiments too, like all other psychological
processes, are oriented towards a unitary goal. By relying on a religious state of mind, it
might be possible to understand God in an intuitive way: but even if individuals pursue
humane ideals, sentiments are thought to be driven by a final goal. As a creature born on
Earth, the individual is driven by a movement that derives from him and is pursued through
intuitive knowledge and scientific testing.
Adler’s above considerations appear to be important insofar as humanitarian movements
should be correlated not only to religion but also to science.
Conversely, Jahn affirms that what drives Man towards community interests is a profoundly
felt faith and that the only appropriate way of solving human problems is by producing
benefits for an ideal community.
B. Comparative Individual Psychology (CIP; taken as a psychological model) should not use
religious dogmas but should rather leave Christianity in the hands of those who are qualified
for the task. However, it is not possible to banish God from this world. Moreover, it is also
essential to consider the man-environment relationship. CIP «shall unfailingly welcome the
change that makes one’s experiences available to the Ministers of the Cult, as well as to all
the Educators of Mankind: meaning thereby those who take the lead of great humanitarian
movements» (Adler, 1990 [1933] Note 1).
C. According to Father Jahn, Individual Psychology can be considered as an «heir of significant
movements» aimed at the well-being of humanity. By its very nature, it strives to receive
stimuli from every field of knowledge, experience and science.
D. The very same opinion is synthetically expressed in a letter written by Adler on the 3rd of
April 1933, in reply to a letter by Reverend E. B. Rohrbach. The letter reads: «Dear
unknown friend, I am glad to know one man in the church who has so thoroughly
understood how Individual Psychology struggles hard to interpret in a scientific way the
highest ideals in the right development of mankind. What I have been working out had been
only a contribution to understanding what mankind had known in the main parts long ago and
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what has created all the great streams in mankind, the high good of mankind in the current
of evolution. Yours Sincerely, Adler» (Adler, 1970).
The epistolary exchange between Jahn and Adler is a very articulated reading (Rovera, 2010). It
clearly reveals not only the difference between the two: from their religious approach to the conception
of God and of Religion (Theism for one and Deism for the other), but also concomitantly discloses
both of their constant search to making different conceptions aimed at improving humanity
compatible and possibly even correlated and plausible.
Even some of the current disputes thereon (Pera & Ratzinger, 2004) reveal an objectionable postmodern relativism of knowledge: not only in scientific research, but also in Value Orientations and in
critical and practical applications (including Cultural Dynamic Psychotherapy).

VALUE ORIENTATION, NEW AGE AND THE NETWORK MODEL

Cultural and religious Value Orientations (Ponce, 1998; Rovera, 2008, 2009a; Rovera et al, 2009;
Morin, 2011) have always been considered to be aspects of Man’s existence (Okpaku, 1998), inherent
to the considerable complexity of anthropological and cultural (Bastide, 1965; Moro et al, 2006),
psychological (Aletti, 1998), and historical and philosophical (Brancaleone et al, 2008; Rossi, 1983;
Weber, 1958) issues. They are underpinned by neurobiological structures (Edelman, 2006; Gabbard,
1996, 2000), even when they express a sentiment, an idea, a tendency towards a superior entity. The
conception of god can be defined as Theism, meaning thereby a supernatural derivation from a
transcendent God (this was Pastor Jahn’s thesis), or as Deism, intended as an ideal of perfection and a
striving for the absolute (Adler’s thesis).
Sentiments of religiosity and deity are engendered by cultural roots that are both general (etic) and
particular (emic) (Tseng, 2001). These can be variably outlined also from the perspective of Psychology
of Religion (Rossi & Aletti, 2009) as an aspiration towards supremacy, absolute knowledge,
immortality. Moreover, said sentiments are drivers concomitant or consequent to feelings of
inadequacy, finiteness, guilt.
Questions like: ‘What is the purpose of my life?’ ‘Is there life after death?’ ‘Why is there evil in this
world?‘ ‘Why me?’ ‘Why now?’ (Powers, 1997) are not only inherent to the complexity of human
existence but also evoke orientations and contents that are different from the concept of Deity and
Religiosity.
Religiosity pertains to both believers and non believers (including so-called ‘devoted atheists’) and can
manifest itself in different ways and in diverse cultures, with ritual practices and ceremonial events that
arise from the historical and social frameworks of the specific context of belonging. It is here opportune
to take into consideration:
- Structuralist theories (Levi-Strauss, 1962), which are now considered to be outdated by several
anthropologists (Godelier, 2009);
- Relativistic theories, which suggest that beliefs can be correlated to different paradigms
constituting reference values: this presumably leads us to believe that there is common grounds
to value orientations;
- Ongoing disputes arising from positions that are sometimes antithetical and that refer to
hierarchized pluralistic, or relativizable, or reductionist approaches (scientific, psychological
and sociological).
The issues that characterized modern Western thought (from the end of the 19th to part of the 20th
Century), both in continental Europe and in the UK, had a matrix essentially based on universalism
(the epistemology of “great truths”), which was generally positivistic in nature (Rovera, 1990a, 1990b,
1994). It was thought that science had to coincide with reason and with the progress of culture, intended
precisely as civilization and not as civilizing (more specifically aimed at cooperation between individuals
and peoples).
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In the post-modern global society (Boisvert, 1995; Ceserani, 1997; Lyotard, 1979), the sentiment of
deity (Deism) and religious convictions (Theism) are mixed with a fragmentation and a sort of pseudoindependence of the individual, often driving him towards neo-paganism.
This cultural mutation (Cavalli Sforza, 2004) is characterized by the eclecticism and pluralism arising
from the dissolution of great ideological discourse, which is replaced by a deconstructionist and
pragmatic attitude to knowledge and by scientistic reductionism.
The individual immersed in a global context should in fact reveal some common culture-dependent
characteristics: consumerism, erratic thinking, the destabilization of individual identity (at times
combined with a form of nihilism); social nomadism (with a strong drive towards migration); neotribalism (consisting in an individual joining a group of persons sharing common values); emphasis on
diversity (Rovera, 2006a, 2006b).
New-Age (Terrin, 1993) characterizes the sentiment of deity or religiosity in the post-modern era by
a continuous wavering between interpretation/ belonging/ difference/ disorientation. This thought
system swings from a (also) constructive critical position to occasional neo-pagan stands.
In respect of the sentiment of deity and religiosity in modern-day socio-cultural contexts: the New
Age Philosophy wavers between old traditionalism and neo-gnosticism.
These approaches are not always mutually coherent (Bartocci et al, 1998; Bartocci, 1990, 1994, 2004;
Cerri et al, 2008; Roggero et al, 1998; Rovera 2002a, 2002b, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2009a, 2009b).
They propound:
- The prevalence of intuition over reason;
- Immanentist conceptions;
- Methods of “dilating states of consciousness”, from “a spiritual to a cosmic dimension”;
- The “loss of belief in eternity” among traditional cultures and the recovery thereof
through particular ceremonials or beliefs (Jilek, 1982; Prince, 2000)
- Gnostic and panentheist or even sectarian postulates (see Scientology).
In the New Age philosophy, the sentiment of deity or religiosity might derive from an extreme
aspiration to superiority and the Absolute.
The Compared Individual Psychology (CIP) model is therefore configured as an alternative to those
schools of thought that rely on ideologies and religious beliefs; pseudo-scientific movements coming
from spurious cult forms not infrequently self-endowed with a therapeutic mission. In these contexts,
God is often addressed directly (‘god-talk’), theology is mingled with theology and with existential
advice (‘psyche-talk’) and promises of recovery (shamans, gurus, ‘curanderos’). Moreover, we are now
witnessing a change in the significance of values or, better said, a «breakdown of values» (Piancastelli,
1998) also because of the change in their orientation. Suffice it to think of the «cynical lies, deceits,
illusions and make-believe» that we are subjected to by the media and even by culture institutions,
which should differently be expected to comply with rules of ethics, codes of conduct and scientific
rigor, and instead often lead opinions towards religious scepticism (Rovera, 1976, 2004a, 2004b,
2004c).
Value orientations, in the guise of a new mastery, intermingle the need for magic, the sacred and
healing (Bartocci, 1990, 1994, 2004; Bartocci et al, 1998) with the rites and taboos of organized neoreligions that subsequently give rise to new ways of solving the problems of life through post-modern
neo-tribal techniques.
These situations have a strong grasp on the emotionality and suggestibility of individuals and collective
groups alike, especially when they propose new values that are expected to educate entire communities
through a deep transformation of the individual.

THE ANTHROPOLOGY NETWORK

While the Structuralism expounded by
Lévi-Strauss (1962) suggested an interpretation that was intended to testify to the symbolic origin of
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society through the primacy of language, namely of the ‘symbolic’ over the ‘imaginary’ and the ‘real’:
conversely, the anthropological school of thought headed by Godelier (2009) considers that one of the
most important issues relates to beliefs and sacred/religious objects.
In Godelier’s opinion, in case of having to establish a hierarchy, the primacy should be of the
imaginary over the symbolic, because holy or precious objects are first and foremost objects of belief,
the contents of which are imaginary before being symbolic (e.g. shells given in exchange for a woman
or to compensate the death of a warrior are configured as the imaginary equivalent of life). This
imaginary value translates the fact that these objects can be swapped with human life and can be
considered the equivalent of human beings. Godelier’s assumption (studied in several traditional
societies) might also be confirmed by neuroscience (Buffardi, 2009).
An anthropological network would contain at least four founding keys of interpretation of society.
- That there are things that should neither be sold nor given away but that should be kept
like, for example, sacred/religious objects;
- That economic relations like the ones binding individuals and groups are correlated to
production performances and the allocation of means of subsistence and material wealth;
- That (from a structuralist perspective) family relationships and sexuality (relationships and
groups) have an inevitable role in societies and in their persistence: «It should take more
than one man and one woman to make a baby»; meaning thereby that an individual is
born «into a pre-interpreted cultural universe» (Rovera, 1984; Rovera et al, 1984).
- That, in order for a society to distinguish itself from neighbouring societies, it should start
off being a ‘tribe’, in the sense that it has control over a territory, a name, as well as
collective political and religious institutions.
Consequently to new migration processes, societies are increasingly multi-ethnic, multi-religious
and multi-lingual (Sapir, 1932).
This makes it useful to have an inter-disciplinary model that might not only reinforce the specific
approach of anthropologists but that might also lay the grounds for more rigorous reconstructions of a
more in-depth knowledge of the wide variety and complexity of these phenomena.
Understanding in order to explain and explaining in order to understand (namely the
‘explicative/shared understanding’ envisaged in the CIP) attempts to compare the different methods
that human individuals and groups have adopted in the course of history in organizing their life in
common and raising existential questions on the deity, birth, life and death and power.

INTERCULTURAL METHODOLOGICAL OPTIONS

Nowadays a cultural
method (based both on transcultural psychiatry, ethnopsychoanalysis and inter-culturalism) raises a
problem in relation to whether the hermeneutic circle of the interpretation given by psychotherapy,
psychology, psychopathology, or medicine itself is scientifically based or not (Gadamer, 1960; Ferrero,
2009; Rovera, 2002a, 2002b; Wallin, 2007; von Weizsäcker, 1940; Wittkover, 1964).
Already in 1932 von Weizsäcker methodologically configured the fundamentals of clinical
anthropology through the innovative theory of the ‘Circle of the Form’ (Gestaltkreis). This theory succeeded
in leaving behind the traditional bipolarity between Natural Science and Spiritual Science. This
entailed establishing a close link between a scientific-clinical (‘objective’) explanation and psychotherapeutic (‘subjective’) understanding and, above all, endorsed the inescapability of this dyad in the
performance of the therapeutic action.
From this point of view, he was forerunning the thought of Gadamer (1960), according to who any
unitary interpretative process could be referred to its application. Implicitly underscoring the
importance of some assumptions on the unity of psychic life and the uniqueness of the individual
(Adler, 1933; Jahn & Adler, 1933; Parenti et al, 1975; Rovera, 1994, 2002a, 2002b) methodologically
implies the fact that ‘applying to Oneself’ the concrete situation of the patient is followed by the
World Cultural Psychiatry Research Review 2011, 6 (1): 21-34
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recognition of equally belonging to a practical order whereby the clinician identifies with the Other,
thus achieving an empathetic order or conscious counter-attitudes (enactment, micro-actions, disclosure, etc.)
also and especially in subjects belonging to different religions and cultures (Fassino, 2002; Fassino et al,
2007; Gill, 1983; Giovacchini, 1989; Ponsi, 2006). This occurs without coming short of an ethical
coherence and a social sentiment and actually gives more depth to the clinician’s clinical competence
and comprehensively improves the creativity and the quality of life of the individuals who he/she is
taking care of (Rovera, 2000, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2005).
In order to achieve these goals, a dialogical and open confrontation (Inter-Individual, according to
CIP) on different disciplines should be encouraged (Rovera, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2006b; Rovera &
Fassino, 1979; Rovera et al, 1984). This discourse embraces both a critical and clinically useful
approach.
In this way, the meshwork that can be configured into an intercultural methodological approach to the
sacred/religious dimension, forms a network that recognises qualitatively diverse disciplines, as already
mentioned above.
Posing the Sacred in relation to Religiosity again may provide an interconnection between Nature and
Culture, between Structuralism and History, between mind and body, while pursuing research into
different Cultures (Geertz, 1973).
The Sacred falls within the realm of a fundamental religious sentiment (Sacred/Religious Dyad) and is
an important criterion on the basis of which to define both the rational and irrational aspects of a
founding element of anthropology (Kaufman, 2008; Rovera, 1990a, 1990b, 1994, 2006a).
The Sacred/Religious aspect can give rise to the possibility of expressing oneself imaginatively and not
scientifically, which can subsequently take root into something in the sacred dimension that is
heterogeneous to man or experienced as such.
This belief in the Sacred can be closely interlinked with the concept of religiosity (originally
comparable to the concept of Taboo, awe and signs of a superior power). All religions in which
magical elements survive, albeit in the spiritualised form of a charismatic priest or the power of the
demon, feature sacredly powerful persons (see shamans).
A Sacred/Religious dimension of this type can be easily correlated to the theories of the mind, both to
neuroscience and the bio-psycho-social approach to psychiatry and also, as in the case at hand, to the
theoretical and practical model of an Individual Psychology opened to Culture (Paoletti & Rovera,
1984; Rovera, 1976, 1984, 1994; Rovera et al, 1984).
An intercultural research methodology on the dimension of the Sacred and Religiosity leads us to
ponder over both cultural and general problems (Bowlby, 1969; Garfinkel, 1967; Roggero et al, 1998).
Depending on the model of reference taken, both the conceptualisations and the research methods
vary: not only with respect to a psychopathological approach but also to the type of clinical research
performed in an inter-cultural context.
It is therefore necessary to keep in mind the debate between faith and critical reasoning, whose aim
should be to lead to a sort of secular prophecy of a society open to scientific and philosophical
conceptions, bringing with it a tolerance towards diversities and differences, and to an inter-religious
dialogue with the end of achieving a cultural evolution. In this perspective, the preliminary conditions
enabling us to know the world and ourselves need to be historic and not unchanging.
Knowledge of these conditions would be compatible with the application of a heritage of ideas and
models (cultural heritage), similar to a sort of pre-understanding (implicit memories) of a preinterpreted cultural universe (Rovera, 1976). This embraces single experiences that are diversely
configured according to the different language of the interpreter, extending the dialogue among
cultures as they evolve (Habermas, 1976; Huxley, 1914) until it ultimately becomes a pragmatic
relational cultural interaction that includes inter-cultural psychopathology (Rovera, 1990a, 1990b,
1994).
It is well-known that the method of Science is one and one only and that consequently (albeit
maintaining the validity of an explanation as intended by Jaspers (1923)), attention should be focused
on clinical and experimental research aimed at recovering a theoretical value.
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A fundamental aspect of the Sacred/Religious dimension is rooted in several cultural, social,
economic, family, political and religious structures addressing (as previously recalled) a God (Theism)
or a variety of Gods (Polytheism) or ideas of God (Deism). These can engender founding structures for
and a characterisation of cultures (myths, rites, foods, taboos, power struggles, job-allocating economic
institutions, family relations, personological structures, attachment styles). And, let us not forget, these
represent the creative and artistic aspects and great religious languages.
Complex research efforts are now taking hold in many fields of knowledge: these too should be
understood in terms of the wealth of a plurality of cultures that are articulated through a plurality of
languages and of social, technical, economic and religious scenarios. Plurality does not exclude
uniqueness: it is possible that, alongside a plurality of local expressive and religious forms of the Sacred
(emic), it might be possible to single out an underlying unitary and general aspect (etic; Tseng, 2001).
The experience acquired in reorganizing the methodology of cultural knowledge is not so much
oriented towards establishing the supremacy of one or the other discipline (neurobiology, descriptive
statistics, anthropology, general psychopathology, linguistics, etc.) as much as towards a better interdisciplinary coordination (in a network model), whose points of reference could also lie in the
Individual-Cultural Psychology reference model and in the variety of existing clinical practices.

THE EXPRESSION OF “DISTRESS” IN DIFFERENT CULTURES
AND RELIGIONS The expression of somatic, but especially psychic, distress in different

cultures and religions raises issues that range from an array of clinical conditions that are different in
terms of their symptomatological expression but that are equal from a psychopathological and somatic
point of view, to conditions that are phenomenally similar but different in terms of the structure of
their psycho-somatic significance. These problems lead us to an inter-disciplinary approach to:
culturalism (intended as a cultural-relational plurality), to the eventual specificity of clinical
psychopathological parameters, to ethical value orientations and to the significance of individual life
experiences. They also leads us to assume that at least one of these concurrent pathogenic causes are
the expression of a psycho-biological mouldable modelling process whereby what is normal, deviant
and pathological can only be detected in respect of a given culture. The definition of the expression of
physical and psychic distress, including predictor and success indicators relative to the proposed
treatment, arises from the realization that different cultures – as already stated – are not configured as
a unitary whole, although they share some common grounds. This means that a comprehensive
cultural assessment must be addressed as a comparative survey of the different cultural groups involved
and as a research into the interconnection pathways (quality, entity, significance of the disorder).
Moreover, a multiplicity of cultures raises the problem of eventually establishing a hierarchy among
them and also of cultural relativism, which leaves no possibility of comparison, or of assuming (as again
already stated) a cultural relational plurality. This makes it possible to address the issue from a culturespecific psychopathological and clinical approach in which cultural specificities are maintained but
without having to resort to a hierarchization system scaling cultures from post-modern to traditional.
Coming now to religiosity and deity in the relationship between ethics and science and in respect of
the multitude of clinical conditions, it is important to have and provide information that is as accurate
as possible and correlated with the plurality of cultures involved:
- The first type of information is aimed at making a systematic review of the effect that cultural
differences might have within the patient-doctor and/or patient-caregiver relationships in
helping relations;
- The second type of information concerns cultural evaluations, especially relatively to:
Cultural identity; cultural factors associated to the patient’s psycho-social environment
and functioning levels; the cultural elements contained in the relationship between the
patient and the psycho-socio-health caregiver; an overall cultural assessment aimed at
issuing a diagnosis and treatment plan.
World Cultural Psychiatry Research Review 2011, 6 (1): 21-34
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-

The third type of information relates to Culturally characterised Syndromes (CCS, see DSM
IV-TR and other Cultural Psychiatry studies DSM V Draft).

NEW PSYCHOTHERAPIES AND PSYCHOTHERAPY CULT

Within the
socio-cultural context of post-modernity, New Age philosophy and the ‘New Psychotherapies’
professional practices are established with new scenarios and settings characterized by considerable
differences from theoretical and practical models and from psychotherapeutic practices, especially if
with a dynamic orientation (Boisvert, 1995; Ferguson, 2000; APA, 1994; Rovera et al, 2004; Wallin,
2007).
A. New Age may be referred to a network model, which entails a sufficiently inter-disciplinary,
interactive articulation compatible with natural science, spiritual science and socio-cultural
sciences, whose complementarity is now essential for a comprehensive-explicative-shared
approach.
This model of reference is important for the empathetic components in the work of the intercultural therapist (Ferrero, 1995) in dealing with patients with different religious and cultural
traditions. Today’s culture not only gives shape to new anthropological models but also to
innovative therapeutic approaches to the presentation of symptoms.
B. CDP (Cultural Dynamic Psychotherapy) influences both the “interpretation pathways”
(including work on dreams; Rovera, 2008) and the interaction between therapist and patient
in the flow of transference and counter-transference as well as in the meeting moments. The
relational paradigm favours the notion of a relational mind towards the attainment of the socalled multi-cultural mind (Anolli, 2011). This entails an intertwining of micro-actions
(enactment) and of openings (disclosure; Filippini & Ponsi, 1993) that are useful both in
psychotherapeutic practice and theory.
It also impacts the evolution of the identity of the psychiatrist or of caregivers in the helping
professions.
C. These approaches go under the common denominator of new psychotherapies and refer,
among other things, to the transition from drive to relational paradigms and subsequently to
the model of Cultural Dynamic Psychotherapy (CDP). A critical review of these models and of
the theory of psychotherapeutic techniques and methods becomes evident in therapeutic
helping relationships that put in place intervention models through cultural identification or
through cultural mediations facilitating the encounter with the Other.
Consequently to this “new psychotherapy”, and not to be confused therewith, there is a
mushrooming of the most varied and bizarre interventions that lead to “abusive” therapies. These
include the psychotherapy-cult, which presents methods that are “adjacent” to so-called “traditional
treatments” (of shamans, gurus and curanderos) while, at the same time, offering a fictional “as if”
image (Rovera, 2010) surreptitiously pretending to be an unprecedented edition of “new values”
oriented towards science, philosophy, anthropology, psychology and sociology. The charismatic
ministers of this pseudo-therapy no longer dress up as medicine doctors but “disguise” themselves as
managers or reborn apostles often supported by legally recognised professionals.
This sort of post-modern tribalism proposes a new scientific spirituality and draws vital lymph from
problems related to dis-identity, a new pseudo aspiration towards perfection and towards the pursuit of
immortality.
These “treatments” are often exercised by legally framed “Organizations” that propose psychological
interventions mixed with God-talk practices, psycho-motivational consulting sessions (‘psycho-talk’)
and life-orientation guidelines. Their declared purpose is to obtain benefits of different types: physical,
psychological, spiritual and social, making predictions on one’s love, sex and working life and, even
more often, promising miraculous recoveries. The individual is incorporated into the organization
through a neo-tribal religiosity (relying on esoteric practices) that ranges all the way to satanic rites:
full-fledged resuscitations of the devil (Bartocci et al, 2000; 2004).
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From the ethical, deontological and scientific perspective, the psychotherapy cult and religious
sectarianism are considered to be disculturization phenomena. In addition, they (in their multifarious
realizations) can variably be defined as:
- an iatrogenic abuse of medicine and psychiatry;
- a flagrant non-performance of one’s professional responsibilities, albeit in the presence of a
fictitious bureaucratic cover-up;
- a psychotherapeutic malpractice deviating from the theory of clinical techniques and practices
and from institutional codes of ethical conduct.

THE CRISIS OF POST-MODERNITY

Also post-modernity (Lyotard, 1979) is
undergoing a situation of crisis: tending both towards a further breakdown and towards novel needs of
metamorphosis.
Religion is taking on new faces that, at first glance, are not strictly religious: it is the so-called ‘liquid
religiosity’, which is analogous to the ‘liquid identity’ (Bauman, 2005).
This is allegedly one of the outcomes of the New Age philosophy, characterized by believing without
belonging and by religion without a setting. The aforesaid liquid religion no longer provides guidelines
for making everyday choices.
All of the above is in open contrast with revealed religions (Theism) and with the religious sense of the
idea of God (Deism; as mentioned in the epistolary exchange between Adler and Jahn).
By tracing the roots of ancient conceptions, it would now be advisable to redefine culture and
religiosity by focusing on the contributions made by the contemporary knowledge that dismantled the
biological theory of race, thus making it possible to reconcile the concept of universality with the
variety and uniqueness of individuals and human experience.
Human nature is biologically incomplete and only the intervention of culture (Mead, 1934), by
transferring unwritten knowledge and practices onto the genetic code, can compensate the original
shortcomings (this well fits in with the Adlerian conception).
Also neuroscientific disciplines (at times excessively reductionist) have embraced the incompleteness
model. Culture has moulded an incomplete nature and is not only limited to overlapping a
predetermined biological structure (Kandel, 1998, 1999, 2005). For the encephalon to develop, it
requires to be immersed in and interact with a cultural environment and a linguistic structure which
include value orientations and sacred/religious beliefs: all this has a decisive effect on forming neural
connections, as envisaged by the brain plasticity theory.
Leaving aside the genetic determinism of race (or biological racism) insofar as obsolete, the
contribution of culture through anthropological fundamentals (such as the sacred, kinship
organization, the conception of one’s body and sexuality, all the way through to the pursuit of power)
risks, among other things, giving birth to a new cultural racism.
Human cultures are dynamic insofar as they consist not only of models representing and interpreting
reality, but also express themselves in an innovative way through the creative Self, in behaviours,
practices, actions, beliefs and values: cultures are incorporated into human beings.

RETHINKING CULTURE AND RELIGION

Rethinking culture and religion is
now thought to be essential, not necessarily through the now outdated interlinking of
reason/progress/civilization but rather through a new relational/neo-humanistic/civilizing model. If
culture and religion once referred to specific territories (in ethnic, linguistic and political terms), today,
with the current migratory flows, we are witnessing numerous relocations and dynamic connections.
Cultures are made into the object of political discourse, sacralization, evolutionary openings and
sometimes even of the clash of civilizations, which would be deplorable if it did not lead to a dynamic
connection versus integration.
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The evolution of culture is turning out to be a very complex matter. Furthermore, the interconnection between religiosity and culture with psychological and clinical aspects makes it all the more
complex, both when studies are considered like socio-cultural surveys of behaviour and also when they
are connected to different disciplines like neuroscience, psychology, anthropology and history
(Ellenberger, 1970). Indeed, each one of these disciplines develops methods and theories that are
consistent with its own scope, to the extent that they could give rise to a sort of co-evolution of different
psychological models (and cultural changes).
Shared norms and rules within ethnic-social-religious groups are not only correlated to beliefs and
symbolic meanings, giving rise to an intense dynamism between modes of perception. Changing interindividual relations (also in terms of sexuality, aggressiveness, creative expression, etc.) determines the
moulding of cultural models that shape choices, trends and even the taste and banning of food.
As the theory and practice of Comparative Individual Psychology is focused on religious and
cultural value orientations as well as on the orientation of biology and neuroscience and, above all, on
clinical psychotherapeutic models, it cannot avoid raising specific questions on the new professions
practiced in the field of mental health (Larson et al, 1998).
The risk that might derive from the range of helping relations is that they could lead to a
heterogeneous fragmentation more based on “commonplace” than “common sense” (Ehrenberg,
1992). What is important to underscore in this respect is that a cultural dynamic psychotherapy might
be developed and recognised in parallel with other therapeutic practices.
Helping relations rely on individuals that opt for a helping profession that uses different methods but
relies on motivational or vocational reasons that are very similar to a social interest and a community
sentiment (intended in the Adlerian sense).
Within the context of CIP, professions are expected to provide criteria that are useful to understand
and tackle emerging problems, also within a socio-political-health care framework, raising questions on
the right to assistance in general, on the relationship between caregiver and patient (also of different
cultures and religions) and on the principles and values that should orient helping relation activities.
The principle of equal dignity guiding the way we approach the differences between different
cultures, religions and ethnic groups theoretically, methodologically and practically requires solutions
aimed at guaranteeing non-discrimination in the access to disease prevention services, diagnosis and
treatment, as well as promoting mediation actions among this multitude of diversities.
Today it is very difficult to foresee if the Universal Declaration of Human Rights can, in the future,
turn into a platform for a legal ethics universally shared by all the people of the world, capable of
configuring and consolidating into a theoretical and practical cultural relational plurality model.

REFLECTIONS

Many indicate the usefulness of attaining a new humanism, which is
nonetheless differently interpreted by the scholars that propose it.
- Corrado Piancastelli (1998), a decade or so ago, had predicted a ‘New Humanism for a
New Europe’, centred on «development, growth and knowledge of the individual» (Note
1). In this perspective, he set forth the need to underwrite a scientific-philosophical
manifesto of Italian neo-humanists aimed at redesigning a change of style in relating to
medical patients and interacting with the world, as well as re-defining the significance of
moral values.
- Eric Kandel (2005), in his studies, presented a «new humanism [...] based in part on
insights into our biology». In his opinion, this new approach would lead individuals to
acquire a new awareness of his/her limits and to a sort of ‘religion of science’ (in this latter
case, psycho-biological and neuroscientific).
- Umberto Galimberti (2009), in his essay I miti del nostro tempo, highlights the fact that, in
order to overcome the friend/enemy contrast in a variety of conflicts, it is necessary to put
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in place a ‘secular culture’ educating people in the culture of brotherhood. He propounds
a ‘new humanism’ that might be compatible with the deep reasons of life and not with the
“destructiveness” prevailing over individual rights, thus achieving «a culture of human
rights and the rights of people» (Note 1), ultimately realizing a ‘global community’.
Thanks to its theoretical and practical groundwork and its focus on Social Sentiment, the
Comparative Individual Psychology model can be proposed as authentically humanist. It has been
long included among the major social movements useful to mankind by encouraging the realization of
single individuals – albeit respecting individual and collective diversities – and respect for different
cultures and religiosities. Such model is also compatible both with scientific research and with helping
relations.
This cross-border and multi-disciplinary network calls for critical contributions in order to establish a
cultural psychiatry and dynamic psychotherapy: a challenge for future studies and research.

NOTES
1.

Translated into English by the author (GGR) himself.
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